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TRMM Mission Simulations

CERES and DAAC teams at Langley and TRMM and EOSDIS teams at GSFC conducted three end-
to-end simulations:  Sim #1 (11/96), Sim #2 (5/7-9/97), Sim #3 (6/11-13/97)

•  The TRMM satellite and instruments (located at the GSFC Integration and Test Facility) were
commanded through almost all operational modes from the TRMM Mission Operations
Center (MOC) using TDRSS links.

•  Both real-time housekeeping and science telemetry data from CERES were transmitted from the
TRMM satellite through TDRSS to the PACOR Level 0 processing facility at GSFC.

•  Real-time displays and data files from the MOC were transmitted through secure NASCOM lines
to the CERES Instrument Support Workstation in ASD.

•  After initial processing at PACOR, the Level 0 science data stream was transmitted to the LaRC
DAAC, both as quick-look and 24-hour data files, and captured using EOSDIS ingest system.

•  Flight Dynamics Facility at GSFC produced spacecraft ephemeris data used by MOC to generate
planning aids for scheduling instrument commands and evaluation on CERES ISW.

•  Data Distribution Facility at GSFC transmitted ephemeris files to LaRC DAAC where they were
processed through DPREP to produce toolkit-compatible files.

•  For Sims #1 and #2, Science Data was processed at SCF for evaluation.

•  For Sim #3, Science Data was processed at the DAAC by DAAC personnel in a realistic scenario.

•  CERES personnel evaluated the level-1 science products using SCF tools.

Also conducted a series of 30-day tests (August-October) using replay data from the simulations.

•  Level 0 instrument and ephemeris data files transmitted from PACOR to DAAC

•  Produced Level 1 science products from Instrument Subsystem

•  Realistic test of network, procedures, and processing loads



Specific CERES Operations

Each test was carried out over a three-day period with all clocks, including the spacecraft clock,
synchronized to the same time.

CERES team prepared an operational plan for each test. Command activites for tests included:

•  Baseline science operation which simulated a 3-day operational cycle of the instrument in the
cross-track and biaxial scan modes.

•  Solar and internal calibrations.

•  Data generated with all CERES APID's and data packet formats.

Special activites were carried out as follows:

•  Main contamination covers were opened and closed during Sim#2.

•  Deep Space Calibration Maneuver was simulated during Sim#3.



Lessons learned:  Operational data interfaces

The analysis on which these items are based was possible because of access to planning aid
data, operational reports, and real instrument housekeeping data.

•  Found that CERES ISW [equivalent of EOS IST] does not automatically configure to receive real-
time housekeeping data displays, as originally documented.

   - LaRC personnel must log into MOC software for each real-time event.

   - Logins are not always successful because of problems at the MOC.

•  Post-contact delivery of housekeeping data files [called snap files by TRMM] is not performed
automatically, as originally documented.

   - Requires initiation by TRMM MOC personnel.

•  Comparison of data in the science and houskeeping data streams:

   - Helped verify conversion algorithms and discover errors.

   - Errors were corrected in the TRMM MOC database.

•  Analyis of planning aid data verified the planning algorithms, in general.

   - A few discrepancies were discovered resolved with MOC and FDF personnel.

•  Comparison of command scheduling [using time-line report] against actual planning aid data
helped uncover some glitches in TRMM scheduling methods.



Real-time display captured on Langley ISW from TRMM simulation



Lessons learned:  Ephemeris, Level-0, and Quick-Look data interfaces

•  Discovered that ephemeris and level-0 spacecraft houskeeping data must be preprocessed to
generate ephemeris and spacecraft attitude data compatible with toolkit provided by ECS.

   - Toolkit troops at Hughes knew about this, but those of us in the hinterlands didn’t get the
message.

   - LARC DAAC personnel obtained the preprocessing software [DPREP] from the Hughes
and worked closely with CERES and Hughes personnel to make the procedures for
executing this software routinely operational at the DAAC.

•  CERES personnel worked with SDPF personnel to establish procedures for requesting and pro-
cessing quick-look data files.

•  LaRC DAAC used data from these tests to perform initial evaluation of its ingest software and
hardware in a realistic mission environment.

•  Corrected TRMM definition of beta angle (between orbit plane and sun) to match documented
definition.
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Lessons learned:  Science data processing syste

These lessons were only possible because of access to real CERES instrument 

•  CERES Project exercised level-0 processing software, validation/visualization 
analytical procedues which will be used to process and validate actual fligh

   - Although most of the radiometric data were obtained while the instrumen
the contamination covers, the data show performance characteristics 
sors, not simulated characteristics.

•  The actual format of CERES data  packets was different from that shown in TRW
A minor point, perhaps, but it would have taken a week or more after launc
reversal and formatting problems.

•  Found geolocation algorithms were not correctly handling mode transitions

   - Occurred at shifts from full cross-track to rotating azimuth mode.

   - Easy problem to fix once it is discovered, but without our actual instrum
sible to find.

•  Discovered that CERES software was mishandling DAC updates, which cause
space clamp (essentially a calibration on every scan).  Problem is now fixe
time after launch.

•  Level 1 products showed an intermittent problem with the elevation gimbal, an 
about once or twice an hour.

   - Turned out to be a 0.01 second data dropout from the onboard processo

   - TRW fixed the flight code with a memory patch after Sim #3.

   - If this anomaly had not been found, measurements would been incorrec
the effected scans.
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Lessons learned:  Science data processing system

•  During the period when the contamination covers were open, the instrument scann
bulb (poor man’s point-spread-function test!)

   - Helped pin down the time delay in the sensors and electronics all the way thr
ellite data system.

   - These delays had been measured in the calibration chamber at TRW, but no
tem integrated as a whole.

   - Again, essential for accurate geolocation.

•  Found that CERES instrument sometimes rejected stored commands

   - Analyzed command history log generated by science data processing syste

   - Problem traced to violations of operational constraints in command scheduli
dures at the MOC.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the tests was the experience and knowledge g
this first-time interaction among the various organizations required to make the TRMM
CERES missions successful.

Overall, the CERES Project is much better prepared for the launch of the first CERES
than was the case for the first ERBE launch, due in no small part to these TRMM sim
[End-to-end simulations were not performed before the ERBE launches]





  BDS Release 2 Visualization - FAPS Normal Scan to RAPS Short Scan
File:  CBDS_A1_54_19980220_19970317

Transition from cross-track to RAPS mode caused geometry errors detected by visualization - now corrected

                   Data from CERES PFM instrument during TRMM Mission Simulation #1 - November 1996



Multiple scans of contamination covers

   Apparent drift in radiometers caused by
incorrect interpretation of

                 Now corrected!

Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) updates



Converted Elevation Angles[ 1]  Data Range:  1636: 1637: 1  0: 660: 1 

/CERES/instrument/development/pete_area/data/out_comp/CER_BDS_54_TRMM_Sim3_008.19
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“Blips” discovered during sims

0.01 sec. data dropout - incorrect geolocation

Overshoots exaggerated by
elevation conversion

Corrected with TRW on-board software patch



TRMM Sim #3 - Processed within hours of data acquisition
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Measured during TRMM Simulation 3
11 June 1997 [16:59:56-17:11:36]
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Working Group: Instrument

Responsible for:

•  Subsystem 1 (Instrument Geolocate and Calibrate Earth Radiances)

Data Products:

•  BDS (Bi-Directional Scan)

•  IES  (Instrument Earth Scan)

Current Status:

•  Release 2 system architecture implemented; testing and verification underway

•  Additional system QC and analysis reports being designed and implemented

•  Processed data from TRMM Simulation #2 (6/97), #3 (7/97), and 30-day (8/18-9/18/97)
   - Subsystem delivered to the DAAC and run by DAAC personnel

•  Developing graphical analysis tools using IDL
•  Re-delivered Subsystem code updates to DAAC during 2nd week of TRMM 30-day test

to exercise SSI&T during normal operations

Near-term Plans:

•  Continue verification of system functionality and output products

•  Support DAAC during the TRMM 30-day test

•  Complete metadata to be compliant with new Toolkit version

•  Deliver flight ready system to DAAC for TRMM launch

•  Prepare to analyze IES and BDS during early-orbit check-out after TRMM launch

•  Implement support for EOS platforms



Working Group:  ERBE-like

Responsible for:

•  Subsystem 2 (ERBE-like Inversion to Instantaneous TOA Fluxes)
•  Subsystem 3 (ERBE-like Averaging to Monthly TOA Fluxes)

Data Products:

•  ES-8  (Equivalent to ERBE Instantaneous TOA Estimates)
•  ES-9 (Monthly Averaged Regional Parameters)
•  ES-4, ES-4G (Monthly Averaged Regional, Zonal, Global Parameters by region and gridded)
•  Scene ID Ancillary Input Data, Spectral Correction Ancillary Input Data
•  Solar Declination values for each year, Albedo Directional Model values
•  ES-8 and ES-4 Browse Products

Current Status:

•  ES-8 includes all 660 measurements per record, not just the 450 Earth-viewing measurements.

•  New radiance pair SW and LW ADMs (includes colatitudinal and seasonal dependency)

•  Began ERBE Scanner Data Reprocessing at the DAAC

   - New snow maps (northern hemisphere is from original ERBE and southern hemisphere is from SMMR &
SSM/I data sets)

   - New NOAA-9 offsets to address the 2% SW channel (calibration) problem
   - New monthly spectral correction coefficients to address the 1% ERBS drift problem
   - New tropical constant and 3-channel intercomparison algorithms added to QC report
   - New directional models
   - Added scripts to generate ES-8 and ES-4 browse images available on the Web
   - Can now process one year of ERBE data in less than one day

Near-term Plans:

•  Complete the ERBE Scanner Data Reprocessing.
•  Support the TRMM “30-day test” based on Sim #3 data.
•  Complete implementation of metadata into all products in HDF format.
•  Provide final software to the Langley DAAC for TRMM processing.



QC plots available on web as ERBE-like processing is completed
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External Milestones

EOSDIS: ECS Releases/Tests
Toolkit

Science Team Meetings
Release 1: Preliminary

ATBD
Define Data Interface Requirements
Define Data Products
Develop Data Mgmt. System

Release 2: TRMM & EOS Flight
Revised Data Interface Requirements
Revise Data Products
Revise Data Management System
Release 2 Integration
Data Product Validation
Flight System Optimization

Updates:

ATBD
Data Products
Angular Directional Models

Operations and Maintenance

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

 DAAC
Delivery for TRMM

Release 3 Release 4

PM-1
Launch

AM-1
Launch
(6/98)

TRMM
Launch

(11/18/97)TRMM

SRR PDR

DAAC
Delivery

OR

10/8/92

10/1/97

CERES
Data Management System Development

PFM

KEY:
CR: Code Reviews
ATBD: Algorithm Theoretical Basis Documents

IR-1 R-B
Testbed

DAAC
Delivery for EOSOR

CR

OR: Operations Reviews
SRR: Software Requirements Reviews
PDR: Preliminary Design Reviews
L - # : Level 1, 2, & 3 Data Products

TRMM
AM-1

J.F. Kibler

Baseline

10/2/97 10:30am

2/7/97

L-2L-1 L-3

EGS Cert Test
v2.0
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APPROVAL:
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CERES
Release 2 Data Management System

Development and Testing
J.F. Kibler

10/1/97
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19971996

10/2/97 10:30am

1. Data Product Catalog Itemization
2. SCF Integration and Test
3. Algorithm Freeze Date
4. Working Group Acceptance/Verification
5. DAAC Delivery Date
6. DAAC Production - Level Stress Test

External Milestones (ECS)
 TRMM Launch
ECS Version HDF-EOS & EOS View

ECS Toolkit
ECS Releases

CERES Science Software Integ. & Test
Mission Readiness Tests (SS 1,2, & 3)

Data Subsystems:
SS 1.0 Instrument
SS 2.0 & 3.0 ERBE-Like
SS 4.1 - 4.4 Cloud Properties
SS 4.5 & 4.6 Inversion
SS 5.0 Instantaneous SARB
SS 6.0 Synoptic Gridding
SS 7.1 Synoptic Interpolation
SS 7.2 Synoptic SARB
SS 8.0 Synoptic Averaging
SS 9.0 SRB/TOA Gridding
SS 10.0 SRB/TOA Averaging
SS 11.0 Grid Geostationary
SS 12.0 MOA Re-Gridding
CERESlib

Supporting Documentation:
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 Operation / User Documents
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Near-term CERES Operational Milestones - TRMM Launch 11/18/97

Date Activity Operational Subsystems

11/25/97 After power-on (11/23), 1st covers-on real data Instrument

11/25-12/27 Instrument testing/diagnostics/internal cals Instrument (ERBE-like tests)
Dry run of deep-space offset determination Off-line SCF procedures

12/19 Data available after covers open (12/18) Instrument, ERBE-like (daily)

12/19-12/28 Internal cals, Solar cals Instrument
Determine in-orbit calibration coefficients Off-line SCF procedures

12/29 Data available from 1st deep-space (12/28) Instrument
Derive elevation-dependent offsets in one day Off-line SCF procedures

1/5-9/98 Evaluation with revised coefficients/offsets Instrument, ERBE-like (daily)

Mid Jan Send sample ES-8’s w/ doc, read s/w to Science Team ERBE-like (daily&monthly)
Partial month of 12/97 ES-9, ES-4 with December snow? (Others test)

Mid Feb MOA, VIRS (?), real snow - Produce ES-9, ES-4 for 1/98 ERBE-like, Clouds
Produce sample SSF’s, CRS’s for local evaluation Inversion, SARB
Send sample SSF’s, CRS’s w/ doc, read s/w to Science Team (TISA tests)

Mid March Send sample monthly products for 1/98 w/ doc, read s/w TISA
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